A growing assemblage of researchers has, in recent years, adopted methods and theories that acknowledge and exploit the multisensory nature of speech perception. This paper, which is an introduction to the special session, 'The Senses of Speech Perception," gives a brief historical review of research concerning the multiple senses of speech perception, discusses major issues, and suggests directions for future resirch.
INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL SESSION ON THE SENSES OF SPEECH PERCEPTION
Not many years ago, the speech perception tool kit was complete with instruments to measure, sample, process, synthesize, and output only acoustic speech signals. Presently, for a growing number of speech perception researchers, instrumentation includes systems that deliver and/or sample optical speech signals. For a few investigators, speech stimuli are generated by movement andor vibration transducers. The motivations for this multimedia armamentarium are numerous. They can be found in speech perception theories, clinical applications, and technological developments. Whatever the motivation, the adoption of multimodal speech research methods acknowledges as a fundamental fact that speech perception is multisensory.
The assignment accepted by the lecturers in this special session was to present research on speech perception or recognition involving audition, vision, and/or touch, and to address the question, What do the facts of multisensory speech perception imply about the nature of the spoken language pmessing system? The self-assigned task of the present authors was to briefly point out the precedents in the literature for multisensory speech perception and highlight several important areas under the headings of theoretical, clinical, and technological issues. [3] , in this session, shows that the illusion is sensitive to native language, acoustic quality, language proficiency, and cultural factors. 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

THEORETICALISSUES
One surprising fact about multisensory speech perception is that it frequently causes superadditivity. audiovisual speech processing enhances andor diminishes memory capacity. They assume the integration process and ask how it affects higher-level processing. Their results suggest that intersensory integration is achieved at a cost to memory span, although it enhances long-term storage. Whetherhow these costs and benefits affect spoken language comprehension remains to be discovered.
CLINICALISSUES
Although experiments involving individuals with hearing and/or visual deficits, or with brain lesions are typically consigned to the primarily clinical literature, much basic knowledge is to be learned about multisensory speech perception from such individuals. By investigating speech perception in the absence of auditory andor visual experience, and speech perception by individuals with specific brain damage, it is possible to dissociate modality-specific from modality-independent characteristics of speech perception and language processing. Results from congenitally deaf and deaf-blind individuals strongly suggest that speech perception is potentially modality independent. The paper by Pisoni et al.
[31] is. however, a caution against a premature leap in this direction, given their findings that modality-specific information is carried forward into long-term memory. Furthermore, the fact that lipreading proficiency varies more widely in both hearing and deaf populations [34] than does auditory speech perception suggests that modahty does matter in ways that need to be specified. It is possible that speech information transmitted through various channels (e.g., a microphone, a camera, or a "face-glove") to a machine must be recoded into an "modal"
TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES
representation. Robert-Ribes et al.
[a] suggested the motor (or articulatory) space as a common memc. A prerequisite to a common memc is to determine whether integration should occur early or late, that is, whether the optical and acoustical flows are processed and decoded separately or appended as a single vector. Adjoudani and Benoit [41] demonstrated better performance when outputs from the optical and acoustical decoders were first processed independently and then weighted depending on their estimated reliability. This late integration of weighted modalities is the only one to date that passes the basic test for any multimodal speech recognizer, namely, that multimodal performance is higher than that observed with any unimodal processor, as is the case with human perceivers.
The studies in this session focus on the remarkable ability of humans to process speech through multiple senses. Human perception is a fundamental framework for developing anthropomorphic machines, and machines are essential tools to model and test the integration of multisensory information.
